translation: "given that words cross from one language to another and that languages themselves are assimilations of foreign influences, perhaps the spirit of one language may migrate, in an ideal translation, into another" and that such a shifting and crossing identity as depicted through Fourth Jane represents a form of being that is indeed in translation, one that makes up a third textual space. Lee's third chapter is one of her strongest and has one of her most compelling arguments as she examines the work of Kazuo Ishiguro, and in particular the novel A Pale View of Hills. In this section Lee aims to explore Ishiguro's use of language, which she sees as fascinating as "the aesthetic polish of Ishiguro's novels is not simply skilful imitation of the modernists; rather, through the concept of a perfect simulation, it menaces the hegemonic concept of the original." (168). Lee sees this complication -what is translation if there is no original to reference -as forming a way for A Pale View of Hills to "complicate not only the traditional concept of fidelity to an original and the hegemonic notion of on original but also the portrayal of a national and social referent." (140). Such an exciting idea is developed in the chapter as Lee investigates gender and music in relation to translation, as well as cinema. Most of Lee's chapters involve some kind of reference to visual material or the art of seeing, and it is definitely one of her strengths as an analyst. In this chapter, with her discussion of the Japanese shomin-geki cinema, Lee allows this talent to shine as she takes the reader through this genre, linking it to Ishiguro's novels in a way that allows her to draw detailed insights. She does not fall into the trap of letting this overpower her own analysis, though, and walks the line carefully between descriptive explanation, detailed analysis, and an acknowledgement of the limits of such an analysis. Rather than using such passages and close readings to make sweeping statements, Lee is careful to plot a course that draws insights without over-determining the usefulness of the theory. It is the combination of these two, the ability to use visual sources as a form of analysis, as well as not overstating the usefulness or impact of these, that gives Lee's analysis its strength and makes it all the more convincing. Theresa Cha's Dictée is the subject of the final chapter of Anglophone Literatures in the Asian Diaspora and it is here that Lee focuses on the sacred as well as gender. While Lee sees Dictée as presenting a critique of "mystic texts by displacing, disjointing, erasing, unnaming, and reframing all these compositions" she identified the way "that Dictée's critique of dictation through unfaithful translation actually replaces the metaphysical logos with a desire for mystic speech and transparent mediation, for classical mystical language and mystical linguistic forms attempt to achieve transformations of consciousness." (189). This chapter includes discussions of martyrs, Korean history and feminism, all of which Lee interweaves with the reception, both historical and more recent, of Cha's work and its position within literary circles. Ultimately, while Lee does see Dictée as replacing what it seeks to critique, she nevertheless argues this is done in a way that does not simultaneously import the same power relations. Instead "Dictée ultimately achieves that pinnacle moment of private consciousness in which the reader and author, as Cha intended, are successfully bridged in dialogue … Through the metonymic relationship of the page, the reader's association with Cha through artful constructions of proximity and privacy establishes a horizontal identification: not reader to author as God but, rather, private individual to private individual. Her words are the reader's words, her memories collectively theirs." (216). In this way Lee identifies the way in which Cha seeks another form of narrative, one that is not based on subjugation, and locates translation as a point of agency and empowerment. One of the key strengths of this monograph is Lee's utilisation of Asian American criticism. However, this is not done in a way that colonises works that were written in other contexts. Asian American criticism can frequently offer insight into texts written in other contexts, but at times this can become overbearing and capable of ignoring the differences between the USA and countries such as Britain or Australia. However, Lee does not allow this to happen, and is careful to delineate what is useful from Asian American criticism when she applies it to texts outside its normal ambit. Each instance in which this happens is backed up with solid textual evidence to show why such an application is relevant, and how it might offer useful insight. In this way Lee draws attention to similarities and convergences, but does not ignore differences in so doing. As a form of criticism this is definitely to be commended, and shows a critic comfortable with diverse literatures and the criticism that might inform, or be used to comment up, such different texts. Another strength of Lee's book is her use of translation and migration in ways that open out these categories, questioning assumptions in each, and using them in highly flexible ways. Examples of this include the use of translation in the chapter on Ishiguro, which allows Lee to question the idea that all translation must have an original, to the migration of martyrs from Korea to the USA through texts in the fourth chapter. Instead of insisting on strict definitions and controls, Lee allows her knowledge of these concepts to question and investigate the texts to see what they reveal, rather than what it is expected they contain. In this way the analysis is free to roam, to question, and to suggest with the flexibility of these concepts, rather than being bound by them. Having described the wonderful flowing style of Anglophone Literatures, there was however a lack of strong conclusion material. The epigraph of the book is very short considering the detailed analysis that comes before, and while each chapter ends in a rather poetic way, there is also no real outright conclusion in any of them. At times the introduction sets out the argument to come well, but at times this is also diffuse. While this is not a great problem, and would probably not bother some readers, the fact Lee has such detailed and involved analysis, and such strong ideas, it seemed a shame it was not put forward directly in a conclusion as the scholarship is certainly strong enough to have warranted such claims. What Lee's monograph aims to do is ambitious, and it certainly succeeds at this goal. The use of concepts such as translation and migration in a way that allows flexibility shows Lee's depth of knowledge in such areas, and her confidence in applying it to literary criticism. The close textual analysis is also carefully developed, convincing and allows Lee to draw highly insightful and fascinating conclusions. Finally, she situates her work in a wider field that show just how relevant literary scholarship can be to current scholarly debates, as well as to the contemporary world.
